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Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Dear colleagues,

I am delighted to welcome all of you to the Management Workshop of this year’s Spring 

Campus. As Provost of Administraton and Finance at Freie Universität Berlin, it is my great 

pleasure to open this workshop, which addresses one of the key questons of this year’s 

conference – sustainable mobility.

According to the Federal Environment Agency, the transport sector accounts for around one 

fifth of greenhouse gas emissions in Germany. hehe mobility sector is the only one to not 

have decreased its emissions in the last three decades, which have even risen by almost 10 

percent since 1990. Without a significant change in the area of mobility, eforts to curb or 

stop climate change will not be successful.

Universites as the core of the research and educaton system have a special responsibility to

address such significant change – be it in research, teaching, or operatons. 

Universites are labs where answers to the key questons of the future are addressed. As 

public insttutons, universites are important societal stakeholders. With about 36,500 

students, 5,200 employees, and three campuses, Freie Universität Berlin is comparable to a 

medium-sized city. We have the capacity to become a living lab for the mobility transiton 

and transfer our results and experiences to a wider society. 

Regarding the topic of mobility: Employees, students, and researchers are also part of an 

internatonal network. As highly mobile people, they are key in developing a sustainable 

mobility policy. 

Sustainability has a long traditon on our campus at Freie Universität Berlin. However, we 

haven´t focused so much on mobility issues so far. hehis will change with our new mobility 
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policy, which will give a higher relevance to sustainability. We will make FU Berlin a testbed 

by implementng this mobility strategy. By doing so, we will focus on the partcipaton of 

internal and external stakeholders.

Sustainable mobility at Freie Universität Berlin will address the following fields of acton:

- promotng bicycle and pedestrian-friendly transport and infrastructure

- optmizing and expanding the public transport connectons

- striving for a CO2-free and cost-efcient vehicle feet

- taking an experimental approach to implementng sharing and hailing ofers,

- developing an exemplary concept for combining business travel with the 

requirements of climate protecton.

hehe slogan for our mobility strategy is: "New Mobility in a Sustainable Form: Freie 

Universität Berlin on the Road to a Climate-Neutral University"

We are, however, aware that this is a long and winding road. FU Berlin’s key profile is 

“Internatonal Network University”. Besides our strategic partnerships, which are also 

refected in the University Alliance for Sustainability, we have many internatonal 

partnerships – the rising number of our internatonal business trips refects those close 

academic tes. In additon to our clear convicton to reduce CO2 emissions due to academic 

travel, we also know that internatonal exchange in science is paramount. Not all meetngs, 

exchanges, and research stays can be cancelled or virtually substtuted. Our mobility policy 

has to address both: the need for personal academic exchange and high climate protecton 

targets.

One future focus will, therefore, be on connectng the internatonalizaton, sustainability, 

and digitalizaton strategies of our university. 

In all measures mentoned, we want to realize digitalizaton opportunites. We are convinced

that digital platorms will increase the usability of the various mobility ofers for students, 

researchers, and staf. In the field of virtual communicaton, we will use not only excellent 

technical equipment, but also implement a pilot study to beter understand the social and 

psychological factors of fruitul virtual communicaton. 
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As I mentoned, sustainability has a long traditon at Freie Universität Berlin. As an 

overarching topic, it opens many avenues for cooperaton. Looking at our mobility strategy, 

this is especially true: It aligns sustainability aspects with financial consideratons as well as 

helps push innovaton in administraton and digitalizaton.

hehat said, I would like to stress how important this workshop and the discussion of 

sustainable mobility models are. hehe key findings will also inform our progress in this field. I, 

therefore, very much look forward to learning about the results of your workshop. 

I strongly encourage you to share your ideas and experiences. I wish you all inspiring 

discussions and hope that the workshop will provide you with new, valuable insights. hehank 

you very much. 
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